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1-vAZA is a virtual airline operative with the airline
management system developed by vAMSYS. vAZA is
a not profit organization, with the purpose to create a
realistic enviromenent for flight simulation, expecially
in Italy.
2-The privacy policy of vAZA about our technical
services, membership, it’s the same of vAMSYS (our
cloud hosting provider) for the users registered to one
of more virtual airlines operative with vAMSYS,
available here: https://vamsys.io/register/privacy
vAMSYS is a LTD based in Wales, choosed from
vAZA for our internal system for registered pilots. The
services provided from vAMSYS for vAZA are payed
from vAZA CEO to vAMSYS.
3-There isn’t a minimum requirement about your
personal activity as vAZA virtual pilot: you can fly
when able, and at your discrection.
4-Our PIREP tracker is operative with Windows with
FS2004, FSX, P3D and Xplane 10-11 simulators.
There are other requirements, such FSUIPC and/or
XPUIPC, for the correct work of our smartCARS
Our virtual airline is operative with these aircraft:
A319, A320, A321, A332, B772, B77W, E170, E75S,
MD82, B763. Is request to fly with an appropriate
livrey. Except software house, aircraft factory and
white livreries, any other livrey will implicate the reject
of any PIREP (Pilot Report) that will be sent with our
tracker. Any flight performed with any other aircraft or

with the livrey applied from another virtual airline will
be invalidated (No points, no hours)
5-Flights performed with another aircraft that isn’t
planned from vAZA staff team for a specific route is
allowed, but only if that aircraft can fly between the
two airports of selected route (the airports could have
an appropriate runway lenght and apron) and is
available inside our fleet, reported inside the vAZA
rules.
6-Inside Discord server is mandatory show your real
name and surname, and the vAZA Pilot ID code,
visible inside vAMSYS dashboard. Be polite with any
user, any discrimination, such racism, difference of
religion, nationality, will be punished with the
termination of your vAZA account.
7-vAZA allow to any user to promove the virtual
airlines with video and/or live streaming of your flights,
but it’s mandatory follow these conditions: don’t show
any private chat, the internal section for our registered
pilots, and also the software applied from vAZA for the
flight tracking. It’s possible show our logo, available on
virtuaza.eu and the link for our website. vAZA will
provide, when possible, to advise and promove any
Twitch/Youtube channel that talk about us. These
video creator could be monetize their content
however, but vAZA will refuse always to get/ask any
compensation from these users, in consideration that

any video will be consider from vAZA a personal
initiative of any registered user.
8-The virtual airline support IVAO and VATSIM
networks. The staff team will provide to advise any
vAZA user about any event regarding Italian Airspace
created by the Italian Departments of these networks.
Any user that will fly on these networks must follow
the regulations published about the conduct to apply
inside IVAO/VATSIM. If any supervisor, or staff
member of these network, will provide to make a
report to our staff team about any violation of conduct,
vAZA staff could take any appropriate action to
maintain an appropriate level of quality of conduct
from any registered pilot.
9-Inside our Discord server, is possible ask also a
basic support about how to fly online on VATSIM/IVAO
networks, but vAZA staff team would remember that
for a specific request of support, is strongly
recommended to use the forums of these network.
10-If will be necessary add more staff members, vAZA
staff team will provide to published the informations
regarding the conduct and the requirements inside our
Discord server and our Facebook page. Any staff
member, should be able to fly on VATSIM and IVAO,
have a basic knowledge about how to use PFPX and
Simbrief, talk English and be present inside our
Discord server.

11-vAZA staff team is aganist any cracked software:
inside our communication platforms, is not possible
talk and/or share any link for any cracked payware
product.
12-With vAZA, it’s possible share your hours of flight
only with vAAL, another virtual airline operative with
vAMSYS system. Anyway, vAZA is available for the
development of any event with any other virtual
airline. Event partnership could be started and/or
terminate at discrection of our staff team.
13-Any landing that will be performed with a vertical
speed more or at -600 feet per minute will be rejected.
Weather phenomena aren’t an appropriate reason for
any contestation regarding the landing rate. If you
think that it’s present too much wind or a significan
weather phenomena, make a diversion.
14-For every flight where it was necessary make a
diversion, it’s mandatory make a report for advise our
staff team about the reasons regarding the diversion.
If you will not provide to add the reason, the pirep will
be rejected from the automatic system.

